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A (strictly) positive braid in the n-string braid group B, is one which can be written 
p = I’!l u,,,~, as a braid word which doesn’t use the inverses of the generators o& of B. 
i=l 
(and which does use each ok). The closure p^ of a (strictly) positive braid is an 
oriented link called a (strictly) positive closed braid. Such links have many interesting 
properties: e.g. (1) strictly positive closed braids are fibred links (in particular, a 
positive closed braid which is a knot is a fibred knot) [l, 31; (2) they all occur as 
intersections of suitable 3-spheres in C2 with complex algebraic curves[21; (3) they 
include among them the Lorenz links investigated by Birman and Williams [l], in 
particular, the iterated torus links which appear as links of singular points of complex 
algebraic curves. It was in the course of my investigation into (2) that I had occasion 
to ask if anything could be proved about the cobordism classes of knots which are 
positive closed braids. In talking with Joan Birman and Robert Williams, I proposed 
that I might be able to show that a Lorenz knot, if not trivial, was not slice. That is 
true: and a proof of the more general proposition asserted in the title of this note 
followed shortly. I wish to thank Professors Birman and Williams for their 
encouragement. 
Let p = !I o&(i) E B, be a positive braid. Following the construction of [2], $10, 
i=l 
due to Stallings and Murasugi, one finds a Seifert surface M for @ made of n disks 
connected by I bands. This surface is connected if and only if /3 is strictly positive; if 
M is not connected then fi is a split link and the links it splits into (the boundaries of 
components of M) are in their own rights strictly positive closed braids; so from now 
on we will take p to be strictly positive. 
There is a l-dimensional spine for M which is the union of 1 arcs aI,. . . , al 
(corresponding to the 1 bands); we orient them as in [2], and form a basis for the 
rational vectorspace H,(M) consisting of the set of cycles ai - oi for which i < j, 
k(i) = k(j), and k(s) # k(i) if i < s < j. For p = 1, . . . , n - 1, let Lp be the subspace of 
H,(M) generated by the cycles (yi - “j with k(i) = p = k(j). The basis for H,(M) is the 
disjoint union of bases for L,, . . . , L,,. The Seifert matrix V for H,(M), with respect 
to this basis, is calculated as in [2]. Let W = V+ VT be its symmetrization. Abusing 
notation by confounding a matrix and the bilinear form it represents, we may say that 
the restriction of W to a space Lp is a submatrix of W. 
LEMMA 1. W is positive definite on each Lp 
Proof. Following [2] we calculate that the matrix of W on Lp has the form 
1; 1: -: .l’l -1, 
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i.e. diagonal entries 2, super- and sub-diagonal entries - 1, other entries 0. This is 
congruent over the rationals to the diagonal matrix diag (2,3/2,4/3, . . . , (s + 1)/s), 
where s = dim Lp. l 
LEMMA 2. If Ip - ql> 1 then Lp and L, are W-orthogonal. 
Proof. Obvious. n 
Let sp be the dimension of Lp, so that sl + . . * + s,_~ = 1 -(n - 1) is the dimension 
of H,(M). Define an integer m as follows: if Z sp# C s,, then let m be the greater 
p odd p even 
of these two integers; if p:dd S, = 2 s,,# 0, then let m be one greater than these equal 
p eYe” 
integers; if Z S, = 2 S, = 0 then let m = 0 (this only happens if p^ is the unknot). 
p odd p even 
PROPOSITION. There is a subspace L of H,(M) of dimension m on which W is 
positive definite. Consequently, if p^ is not the unknot, the signature of p* (which is the 
signature of W) is positive. 
COROLLARY. If p^ is a positive closed braid which is a nontrivial knot, then it is not 
a slice knot, and not amphicheiral. In particular, a non-trivial Lorenz knot is not slice. 
n 
Remark. Indeed, one may say that the Lorenz attractor has an intrinsic “handed- 
ness”. 
Proof of Proposition. The case m = 0 is trivial. 
If Z s, > Z s,, let L = @ L,; similarly in the opposite’case. Then dim L = m 
P odd p even p odd 
and Lemmas 1 and 2 show that W is positive definite on L. 
If Z s, = Z s, > 0, let p* be the largest index so that spt # 0. Then for at least 
.D odd p even 
two indices i, j between 1 and 1, we have k(i) = k(j) = p*. By cyclically permuting the 
braid word p if necessary (which does not change the link type of the closed braid) 
we can assume k(1) = p*. Let j be the smallest index greater than 1 with k(j) = p*. 
Let L be the subspace ( @ 
p+p* mod 2 
L,)@ span (a, - aj) in H,(M). Then dim L = m. To 
compute the matrix of W on L we have only to check it on the subspace 
L,.-, @ span (cy, - aj), since Lemma 2 assures us that this subspace is W-orthogonal 
to the rest of L. At most one of the basis vectors of L,._, is paired with (Y~ - ai to a 
non-zero number, which (if this is the case) is - 1; so the matrix of W on this 
subspace is either 
r2 -I I 1 
-1 2 -1 
-1 2 . . 
.I ! 
1 2 _I 
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and both of these are positive definite. Again, W i,s positive definite on L. 
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